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This book on Building Information Modeling (BIM) was inspired by the observation that interest in the subject is rapidly growing in popularity. It is easy to miss the breadth and potential of this “revolutionary” process due to its inherent nature. Yes, the process is revolutionary in its anticipated effects on the construction industry; yet its concepts have been practiced for centuries in a variety of forms. This book endeavors to present the current “best understanding” of BIM a format that will benefit readers with varying levels of understanding of the subject. Most BIM practitioners have strongly supported this effort and are sincerely interested in helping others become versed in applying these tools and processes, to educate owners and construction colleagues, to encourage early collaboration between designers and constructors, to build better facilities, and to improve the construction business in general. It is not easy, however, to introduce change to the construction industry The ability to sell (show the value of) and encourage use of BIM concepts to owners, construction companies, and project team members (e.g., designers, fabricators) may be of more use than the ability to utilize the processes themselves. Humans resist change and these processes require a great change. In fact, they will result in a “cultural change” in every company that commits itself to their adoption.
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Wearable Robots: Biomechatronic ExoskeletonsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Being a multidisciplinary area involving subjects such as mechanics, electronics and computing, the

	evolution and spread of robotics to different application sectors still requires intense interaction with

	other fields of science and technology. This applies equally when dealing with wearable robots,

	meaning robotic systems that a...
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Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine in OphthalmologyHumana Press, 2012

	In the last few decades, stem cell research has developed groundbreaking technologies

	to both study and treat diseases. This research has proven fruitful for

	the field of ophthalmology, especially in recent years. With its relative immune

	privilege, the eye has proven an ideal testing ground for stem cell therapies.
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Propeller Programming: Using Assembler, Spin, and CApress, 2018

	
		Learn to program the Propeller in Spin and C and how to map the Propeller Assembler (PASM) language from other high-level languages you might know.
	


	
		The overall task you will pursue in the book is to implement a Delta Compression algorithm: first in Spin, then in PASM, then in C. Along the way, you'll review...
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Physics Part 1 Class - 9S. Chand & Company Ltd, 2015

	
		Physics can be tough for many students. But when there is clarity of concept and the explanations are neatly presented, Physics can become an interesting subject too.

	
		Physics Part 1 for class 9 is written as per the prescribed and updated syllabus of NCERT and CBSE board. The book has many easy to understand explanations...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Simple Home RepairAlpha, 2007

	How many readers does it take to change a light bulb?

	

	Only one … if he or she is armed with this book! Rather than focus on the big projects that most homeowners would wisely leave to professionals, it concentrates on the common repairs that everyone encounters and anyone can do—with the right...
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Sustainable On-Site CHP Systems: Design, Construction, and OperationsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	PROVEN TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING ENERGY USE WITH CHP SYSTEMS


	Plan, design, construct, and operate a sustainable on-site CHP (combined heat and power) facility using the detailed information in this practical guide. Sustainable On-Site CHP Systems reveals how to substantially increase the energy efficiency in commercial,...
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